
Single Disc Machines

Professional Cleaning

This single brush machine is extremely manoeuvrable at
high speed and it is also available in the vacuum version.

With 50 cm working width
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Working
width Ø mm

Brush
Ø mm

rpm
rpm/min

Voltage V/
Frequency Hz

Tank
capacity l

Pad
holder
Ø mm

Rated power/
Max. power

Machine
dimensions mm

L x H x W

Machine weight
kg

Type of drive:
direct

For easy transport, just tilt the machine 
back on the rear wheels and push it 

KEY WORDS:

Machine for
commercial
use 

E - Mains-powered
machine with
voltage value

The CM1500 single brush machine comes in two
versions:  the traditional version (CM1500S) and the
vacuum version for dust collection (CM1500V).
The single-brush high-speed CM1500S/1500V is

provided with an extraordinary balancing system
thanks to which the machine is extremely
manoeuvrable without any operator fatigue.

CM1500S/1500V.
It is suitable for every restoration and dry polishing tasks

Direct-drive
single disc
machine

CM1500V with suction system. Through 
the spinning of the pad, a passive vac 
system channels the fine dust to a 
paper collection bag

Gas spring assisted system which 
ensures disc pressure on the floor is 
kept constant regardless of the drive 
handle position. In this way the surface 
does not get burned or damaged

Very powerful, heavy-duty motor with 
rpm adjustment according to the 
machine strain

CM1500V with suction system. The 
paper dust collection bag can be easily 
removed and changed, as it is easily 
accessible

The machine is manufactured in compliancewith the 
directives 98/37 CEE, 73/23 CEE, 89/336 CEE and 
following modification 92/31 CEE, according to the 
technical regulations EN 60335-1, EN 292. 
The steel parts are subject to treatment which guarantees a 
long life and makes the parts oxidation-proof.


